Know everything about a case
the moment it’s scheduled

Link

You’ve just received a text from the practice scheduler, and they
need you for a case, but information about when and what to
bring with you is missing. It’s difficult to organize everything at
one time because not everyone uses the same system and
things can be missed. We know all of this stands in the way of
your productivity so we built a technology that makes it easy to
coordinate everything and everyone all at once.
SEC³URE Link connects all procedure elements on one system,
allowing all participants to communicate with each other in real
time from the moment a procedure is booked through completion.
The technology uses the SEC³URE Passport to link together
only trusted participants. And because only SEC³URE Passport
subscribers can be scheduled, you now have a huge advantage
over your competition.

With SEC³URE Link
you’re always prepared
for your next case and
able to plan around
changes as soon as
they happen.
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SEC³URE Link gives you the clarity to do your job:
+ As a SEC³URE Passport subscriber, you’re already
verified and cleared to be scheduled.
+ Each procedure is perfectly coordinated with everyone,
so you have all the details the moment it’s scheduled.
+ You gain full visibility into scheduled procedures and
last-minute changes, so you can plan around changes
and focus on selling more.

SEC³URE Link is now included in the SEC³URE Passport
2.0, which comes loaded with our newest innovations that
will make a huge difference in how you put your credentials
to work.

SEC³URE Link is
exclusively available on
the SEC³URE Ethos
technology platform,
which gives you access
to industry-leading
innovations that help
you do more with your
trusted status.

Ensure everyone around the patient is trusted.

Home Page - Locate SEC³URE
Link in the SEC³URE Mobile App
or on SEC3URE.com

Calendar - See all of your cases
and meetings in one place

Notifications - Communicate in
real-time the minute you’re
scheduled for a case or meeting

Know everything about a case the moment it’s scheduled.
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